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was called to it by Wislicenus,112 who, moreover, had him-
self given the first impulse to stereo-chemical conceptions
by his earlier and extended investigations of lactic acid.118
The researches of Wislicenus and his pupils114 have
certainly supplied most valuable contributions towards the
clearing up of these remarkable cases of isomerism—an end
towards which (after the discovery of fumaric115 and maleic116
acids) a great many chemists, and even Kekule himself,117
had aspired in vain. In this domain, however, there are
still many unexplained contradictions, as Michael118 and
Anschiitz119 in particular have shown. On the other hand
it must be admitted, that by van't Hoff s theory an extremely
plausible explanation of the products arising from the oxida-
tion of fumaric and of maleic acids is rendered possible.120
The applications of the doctrine of asymmetric carbon
atoms to substances containing rings are also important and
interesting. The first principles were laid down by van 't
Hoff;121 but their significance was only fully recognised
when Baeyer published his extended investigations upon
hydrogenised aromatic compounds, and, in particular, upon
the hydrophthalic acids,122
While Baeyer's intention in these investigations was to
discover weaknesses in the theory, and even to modify
it, his labours led instead to a further confirmation of it."
Besides this, the credit is due to him of having advanced
the so-called tension theory,123 which has already proved of
-service in some cases.
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